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SHOT-SIZE 12” RulER
The clear, 12 inch ruler shows actual sizes of 28 shot pellets from 
#12 to 000 Buck.

uNPRIMED SHOTSHEll ID KIT
Box of unprimed color-coded shotshells 
including 10, 12, 16, 20, 28 and 410. 

SHOOTINg INSTRucTION 4-IN-1 DVD
Produced in cooperation with the 4H Shooting Sports 
Program, each chapter details how to teach a new shooter a 
specific shooting discipline. Basic Rifle, Basic Pistol, Basic 
Shotgun, and Flying Targets.

E d U C A T I O N A l  M A T E r I A l S
For more inFormation and to  order these  produCts  v is it 

the  eduCation seCtion at  www.Federalpremium.Com 

AMMO 101 DVD
This fast paced video is broken into Rimfire, Centerfire 
and Shotshell Chapters and describes with animated 
footage the construction and function of different 
ammunition types. Excellent for classroom settings.

WIlDlIfE PAMPHlETS
Big Game Animals, Small Game and Furbearers, Upland Game Birds and 
Ducks, Geese & Swans are written by wildlife professionals and include full 
color photos and illustrations, life history and distribution maps.

THE gOSPEl AccORDINg TO fEDERAl POSTER 
This full color, two-sided 3' x 2' poster is designed for classroom use and is 
packed with images of ammunition construction, bullet types and side-by-side 
photos of 25 rifle cartridges. 
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VarMiNt 
Generally light and fast, these loads feature flatter trajectories 
for long range accuracy and rapid expansion. 

riMfirE 
Ideal for varmints, predators, small game,  
and target practice.

MEdiuM gaME 
Slower and bigger than varmint loads, these are traditional 
favorites for their high impact and versatility. 

tHE big boys 
Larger rounds for large and 
dangerous game. 

World’s Most popular calibErsd 
As long as there are hunters or shooters, there will be discussion about what caliber of ammunition is best for what 
type of game. Here are some of Federal’s offerings grouped according to their applications.

iN tHE fiEld aNd oN tHE raNgE 
If you want speed and accuracy, we have it. If you want long range, we have it. If you want stopping power—you guessed 
it—we have it. There are many types of bullets available depending on your application. Each bullet is designed with a 
unique purpose. So, it’s important to choose your bullets wisely. On this poster, we’ve featured some of our most popular 
hunting, target and match bullet options. Find their common uses, features and benefits. And learn about the anatomy and 
parts of these centerfire cartridges. 

bullEts ExplaiNEd 

targEts or VarMiNts. gEt tHE bEst 
riMfirE actioN 

Small targets and open spaces mean no room for error.  
Federal offers reliable choices for the cost-conscious high 
volume shooter. Or, for those who demand the best accuracy 
possible, get reliable feeding and great ballistics. Here’s a closer 
look at the anatomy of a rimfire cartridge. 

cENtErfirE aNd riMfirE

ZEro Equals EVErytHiNg

ModErN sportiNg riflEs

Everyone loves the thrill of the hunt, or putting a nice tight group downrange with friends and 
family. But doing both of these requires some work up front. Make sure your gun is sighted in—no 
matter what you’re going to do. Follow these quick, easy steps to get your rifle on target—and ready 
for the field.

Dialing in your Scope: 
Step 1: Bore sight. Determine where the bullet should hit and zero for the range you anticipate shooting. 

Step 2: Fire three well-aimed shots.  

Step 3: Adjust the riflescope for point of impact. 

Step 4: Confirm your adjustments by firing three well-aimed shots. Repeat as needed.

The popularity of AR guns has exploded. They are now 
offered by countless manufacturers in a wide variety of 
calibers. They’re well suited for varmint hunting, shooting at 
the range and even big game hunting.  

The number of AR-style firearms and accessories for these guns is  
amazing. You can slap on all the tactical gear you want, or put a 
heavy barrel on for excellent accuracy on the range. You’ll never 
run short of ideas—be sure to check out the full range of mounts, 
stocks, optics, lights and more that you can put on your AR. Did you 
know, 223-caliber and 5.56mm are very similar, but not identical. 
For more information, please visit www.federalpremium.com.

dEsigNEd by tHE ExpErts, tailorEd for your HaNdguN NEEds 

Our handgun offerings featured here are available for hunting and self defense applications. We also offer target and competition loads.

EffEctiVE raNgEs
Different guns and different loads have different effective ranges. An ethical hunter 
makes sure to have the right combination of skill and equipment for a clean kill 
regardless of range. It’s important to know your limits, because crippling game and 
creating dangerous situations down range is not part of ethical hunting. 

HoW it’s MadE
Federal® offers a wide selection of rifle ammunition for sporting, hunting and 
training. To see the life of a .308 Win.—before it gets to your local retailer—view the 
step-by-step process of making a centerfire rifle cartridge. View our online tutorial at   
www.federalpremium.com. 

ONLINE

 Bullet 
 
 Case

 Powder

 Primer mix
  

parts of a casE
A centerfire case is made up of the following:
  1. Mouth
   The open end of a cartridge case from which 
   the projectile is expelled in firing.
  2. Neck
   The reduced diameter cylindrical portion of a  
   cartridge case, extending from the bottom of  
   the shoulder to the case mouth.    
 3. Shoulder
   The sloping portion of a metallic cartridge  
   case that connects the neck and the body of 
   a bottleneck-type cartridge.  
 4. Primer Pocket
   Area where primer is inserted. Exact  
   tolerances in pocket depth and primer  
   construction ensure reliable ignition. 
 5. Extractor Groove
   A groove turned in the side wall of a cartridge 
   case to help get cartridge out of chamber. 
 6. Head 
   The end of the cartridge case in which the  
   primer is inserted and the surface upon  
   which the headstamp identification  
   is imprinted.
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      Here at Federal Premium® Ammunition, we understand that your time in the field is a hard-earned reward for dedication all week. It’s time to connect with your true passion—the outdoors. Our ammunition advancements help you to be a more 
effective hunter and shooter. Today’s refined line of calibers, bullets, and high output primers and powders represent years of technological advancement and research hours. Federal Premium Ammunition has been a large part of the advancement of 
this tool and is proud to offer the widest variety of loads available. Here you’ll find a crash-course in centerfire and rimfire cartridge performance. We’ve also shared some of the 88-plus years expertise we’ve picked up along the way. We hope you find 
this new edition of The Gospel According to Federal a fun and informational tool.  

tHE gospEl accordiNg to fEdEral®

F E d E r A l  P r E m I u m   

aMMuNitioN Has NEVEr bEEN tHis adVaNcEd

Bonded

> Ideal for medium or large dangerous game
> Jacket is chemically joined to the core to increase weight 
 retention (95% or better) and provide controlled expansion
> Example, Federal Premium® Trophy Bonded® Bear Claw®

explosive, tipped

> Fast, flat-shooting, versatile
> Wind-defying performance on varmints and medium game
> Example, Federal Premium® Nosler® Ballistic Tip®

non-lead

> Expands through hydrostatic pressure in hollow point chamber
> Deep penetration and maximum weight retention
> All-copper design
> Example, Federal Premium® Barnes® Triple-Shock® X Bullet®

soft point 

> Provide favorable accuracy and effectiveness on medium game
> Specially tapered, thinning jacket near the tip to facilitate   
 expansion
> Example, Federal® Power-Shok®

solid

> Used on world’s largest, most dangerous game
> Maximum stopping power, penetration and weight retention
> Flat nose minimizes deflection for a deep, straight wound channel
> Example, Federal Premium® Trophy Bonded® Sledgehammer® Solid

Bonded, tipped

> Controlled expansion
> Tip improves accuracy and aerodynamics
> Provide deep penetration and high weight retention 
> Example, Federal Premium® Trophy Bonded® Tip

non-lead, explosive 

> Approved for use in areas with lead restrictions
> Flat-shooting, accurate and explosive on impact
> For varmints and target shooting
> Example, Federal Premium® Speer® TNT® GreenTM

otm

> Accurate and aerodynamic
> Precision manufactured
> Open Tip Match (OTM) match-grade bullet
> Example, Federal® American Eagle®

Boat-tail

> Match bullet, accurate and consistent
> Narrowed (tapered) at the back or end of the shank for less 
 wind drag and flatter-shooting
> Example, Federal Premium® Sierra® MatchKing®

fmJ 

> Military-style bullet used for target shooting and practice 
> Does not expand
> Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) extends from nose to base of bullet
> Example, Federal® American Eagle®

ZEROED POINT

BULLET PATH

LINE OF SIGHT

SIGHT-IN DISTANCE

(NOT TO SCALE)

	 HaNdguN HuNtiNg	
	 Swift® A-Frame®  CastCore®  Barnes® Expander®	

	 pErsoNal dEfENsE®	
Hydra-Shok®		JHP		 			Expanding	Full	Metal	Jacket		 NyClad®	

> High weight retention and 
 controlled expansion,  
 regardless of distance
> Bonded lead hollow-point
> Pre-skived for rapid 
 expansion 

> Deep penetration on 
 medium to large game
> Large crush cavity from 
 flat nose
> 100% retained weight

> Great weight retention 
 and excellent penetration  
> Reliable accuracy
> Tough bullet loaded to 
 ideal velocities for  
 handgun hunters 

> Center-post hollow-point 
 design provides controlled  
 expansion
> Excellent energy transfer
 on target

> Tremendous expansion 
 from non-hollow-point  
 design
> Never fills with barrier 
 material—expands  
 every time

> Great stopping power 
 and penetration  
> Superb expansion
 and proven reputation

> Rimfire cartridges have a priming mixture placed around 
 the inside of the case rim where the firing pin strikes.
> Find popular loads for competition, varmints and 
 high-volume plinking.
> Very low recoil
> Great for introducing new shooters 

parts of a bullEt
A centerfire bullet is made up of the following:
 1. Nose 
   The point or tip of a bullet. Available in soft  
   point, round nose, polymer tip, flat nose,  
   hollow-point or non-hollow-point.
 2. Ogive
   The curved portion of a bullet forward of the  
   bearing surface.
 3. Cannelure
   A groove cut or impressed into a bullet or   
   cartridge case.
 4. Base
   The bullets of today are either flat base or  
   boat-tail. This refers to the bottom of the  
   bullet. Boat-tail bullets are “rounded” off at  
   the bottom for less wind resistance in flight.  
 5. Jacket
   The material encasing the lead core.
 6. Core
   The inner section of a jacketed bullet,   
   usually lead.
 7. Pressure Relief Grooves
   Common design used to reduce chamber  
   pressure and enhance accuracy. 
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FlAT BASE.

BOAT-TAil

calibEr dEfiNEd
The caliber of a rifle is usually expressed in inches or millimeters. For example, a 
22-caliber bullet is approximately .224 inches in diameter and a 30-caliber bullet is 
approximately .308 inches in diameter. It is essential that the ammunition matches 
the rifle in which it will be fired. 

Primer                              Powder                              Case                                     Bullet

      The shotshell has been taking down birds and tagging deer for more than a century. It offers the hunter more game-specific options than our founders could have fathomed. Advancements in powder and primer technology have accounted for faster, 

harder hitting products. Recent developments in non-toxic shot types and innovative wad designs have forever changed the way people think of shotgun projectiles and what they’re capable of. This poster captures the essence of shotgunning with  

several tips and some information you might not have thought about when chambering your favorite load. So here it is, the shotshell component of The Gospel—and it includes breakthrough products that have revolutionized shotgun patterns,  

consistency and accuracy. We hope you enjoy it.

shotshell

 1. POWDER   2. WAD
  3. SHOT
  4. HULL
 5. PRIMER 
 6. BASE WAD  7. HEAD
 8. CRIMP  

 

Petals: Open in the rear to create an air brake. This separates the wad and shot at the perfect time and leads to consis-tent, dense patterns.

Windows: Open on side of wad to allow air in and help stimulate the payload for separation from the wad.
Payload: FLITECONTROL® wad is combined with unique shot types by 

game to get better performance on target.

1
2

3

Note: Best performance achieved with chokes that do not strip the wad or reduce muzzle pressure. Please visit www.blackcloudammo.com for more information. Prairie Storm features a payload of copper-plated Premium® brand lead (70%) and nickel-plated FLITESTOPPER® Lead (30%) to  produce consistent patterns that put more pellets on target.

FLITESTOPPER® Steel shot cuts on impact. This amazing shot construction 

features a cutting edge that devastates waterfowl and upland birds on impact. 

FS Steel® creates a massive wound cavity visible in ballistic gelatin. Get cutting 

power with no loss of penetration. 

What exactly are we measuring when defining shot density? 
The official measurement is grams per cubic centimeter 
or g/cc for short. Simply put, it measures how dense the 
metal is based on its size and sectional density. So, it is 
true that higher is better in the density game. 

 10 GAUGe 
12 GAUGe 

16 GAUGe 
20 GAUGe 

28 GAUGe .410 GAUGe

ConventionAl WAd Conventional wads peel from the front, allowing 
pellets to scatter widely. This means fewer pellets on 
target, less impact energy and fewer downed birds. 

IMPROVED CYLINDER CHOKE

MODIfIED CHOKE

fuLL CHOKEShot pattern effectiveat long range up to 50 - 55 yards
Shot pattern at medium range, 25 - 40 yards

Excellent for short range up to 30 - 35 yards

> 65-75% in the circle is a full choke.> 55-65% is a modified choke.> 45-55% is an improved cylinder choke.

30˝ Pattern

25 Yards

35 Yards

40 Yards

50 Yards

20 Yards

GAme-ChAnGinG slUGs explAined  
The shotgun can be a great tool for taking down deer in areas where rifles are not allowed. There are two 

types of shotgun slugs: the sabot slug that requires a rifled barrel and the traditional “foster” style or rifled slug 

designed for smoothbore barrels. 

Tipped SaboT SlugSThe all-copper Barnes Expander Tipped Sabot Slug is capable 
of 4” groups or better at 200 yards. The tip helps accuracy and 
aids in consistent expansion at all ranges.

RiFled SlugS
Federal Premium TruBall® is capable of taking the 5-shot 4-1/2” 
spread of conventional smoothbore slugs and shrinking it to 
1-2/5” at 50 yards.

SaboT SlugS
Shotgun sabot slug technology and accuracy have come a 
long way. The Federal Premium Barnes® Expander Slug for 
fully rifled slug barrels is a great example of this increased per-
formance. It has been the measuring stick for all other slugs 
shot out of a fully rifled barrel.  

5.

FlitestoppeR® steel shot CUts on impACt

density deFined

hoW it’s mAdeFederal® offers a wide selection of shotshell ammunition for sporting, hunting and 

competition. To see the life of a 2-3/4” 12-gauge target shotshell—before it gets 

to your local retailer—view the step-by-step process of making a shotshell. Visit 

www.federalpremium.com to view our online tutorial. 

ONLINE

HEAVYWEIGHT®

STEEL
HIGH DENSITY

LEAD

 Steel HigH DenSity® leaD HeaVyWeigHt®

 8g/cc 10g/cc 11g/cc 15g/cc

Each of these pellets weigh the same.

8.

the Gospel ACCoRdinG to FedeRAl®

AdvAnCements in shotshell teChnoloGy
the BAsiC shotshell explAined
 
With so many options on the market today, it’s good to know the basic anatomy of a shotgun shell and what the differences 

are. Do your research, know your target and test your gun. Be prepared and be effective.

Shotshell AnatomyThere are several gauges of shotshells available for hunters and target shooters: 10, 12, 16, 20, 28 and .410. Their lengths and shot charges vary from the 2-1/2 inch, 1/2 oz. 410 to 

the 3-1/2 inch, 2-1/4 oz. 10-gauge. They are loaded with lead bird shot, buckshot, steel or two tungsten-based shot types. Some of these loads have a granulated plastic  

buffer which prevents pellet deformation and produces tight, uniform patterns. A plastic tube called the hull encloses a wad filled with shot, primer, powder, base wad and head.

FliteContRol® WAd And FlitestoppeR® steel: toGetheR they’Re FAst And deAdly.

mUltiple pRojeCtiles. tiGht pAtteRns. exCellent ResUlts.d

 
In this chess game, you have the advantage.

3.

4.

1.

6. 7.

the sCoop on Chokes And pAtteRninG 
The amount of constriction in a gun’s muzzle is referred to as the “choke.” Different amounts of constriction give different size patterns to a 

shot charge. The three most common chokes are full, modified and improved cylinder. Lead, steel, High Density® and HEAVYWEIGHT® pattern 

differently in each of these chokes. For example, a “full choke” forces the shot charge closer together as it leaves the gun, delaying the tendency 

of the shot to spread. As a result, a full choke pattern is effective at greater distances. At close range, however, a full choke pattern may be too 

small to ensure being on target, or so dense the game is ruined.
To determine which load provides the best pattern density and most even pellet distribution, it is necessary to pattern a variety of loads at different distances. 

Here’s how:
  1. Mark an aiming point on a large piece of paper.
  2. Safely fire a round at it from 40 yards (the maximum effective range for most shotguns and shooters).     

 3. Draw a circle with a 30-inch diameter around the densest part of the pattern. Make the center of the pattern the center of the circle.

 4. Analyze the pattern. Is it uniform? Is it dense enough to knock down the game you’re hunting?

 5. Count the number of pellets within the circle. - Divide by the number of pellets in the load (this information is usually on the box).

 6. Determine the percentage of pellets within the circle. (See 30-inch Pattern Target to right).

 7. Repeat the process at 30 and 20 yards. 8. Repeat for other loads.

neveR BeFoRe hAs A steel pRodUCt Been so lethAl

 
Black Cloud® helped put the rear-braking FLITECONTROL® wad on the map. Its performance is unmatched. Thanks to the notorious 

FLITESTOPPER® Steel and the FLITECONTROL wad, more lethal hits on target means fewer lost birds. Learn what makes the 

FLITECONTROL wad, and the payloads it’s combined with, so much different. And so much better.

2.

the Flite ContinUes—pRAiRie stoRm™ Fs leAd™ 
Federal Premium’s Prairie Storm FLITESTOPPER® Lead brings pheasant hunters all-new performance. Get patterns never before seen on the plains. No holes. Longer range. More pellets on target with less choke 

constriction. Fewer missed birds. End of story.

BUCkshot siZes

Pellet
no.000 no.00 no.0 no.1 no.2 no.3 no.4

DIAMETER INCHES .36 .33 .32 .30 .27 .25 .24
DIAMETER MM 9.14 8.38 8.13 7.62 6.86 6.35 6.10

leAd, steel And steel AlteRnAtives
Pellet

t BBB BB 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7-1/2 8 8-1/2 9

DiaMeteR inCHeS .20 .19 .18 .16 .15 .14 .13 .12 .11 .10 .095 .09 .085 .08

DiaMeteR MM 5.08 4.83 4.57 4.06 3.81 3.56 3.30 3.05 2.79 2.54 2.41 2.29 2.16 2.03

F e D e R A l  P R e m I u m   

it’s tRUly A GReAt eRA to Be A shotGUnneR

ConseRvAtion pARtneRsWhen we help you take game we put something back. We’re 
proud to provide support to some of the country’s most important 
conservation, hunter safety and education causes. Join us and help 
preserve the rich traditions of hunting and shooting. Learn more at 
www.federalpremium.com/conservation/partners.aspx. Our on-box royalty program guarantee opportunities for the next 

generation of hunters and shooters. With every purchase of these 
special loads, Federal donates a portion of the proceeds to these 
grassroots organizations in support of important habitat initiatives. 
Look for these logos on select Federal Premium packaging and 
take pride in knowing that a portion of your purchase goes toward 
the organization that supports your hunting heritage.

ONLINE



1.  In a safe location, set up a 40-inch square paper target with an aiming point in the center.

2.  While wearing eye and ear protection, shoot once at the aiming point from 20  
 yards. Repeat from 30, 40 and 50 yards on separate targets.

3.  Check the pattern for uniformity, gaps or holes in the shot pattern.

4.  Try different chokes, loads and shot sizes to find the performance you prefer.

The gauge of a shotgun was first determined by a simple method that used lead balls. A gun maker would use lead balls the same 
diameter of the shotgun bore, count how many of those balls it takes to equal one pound of weight, and that would be the gauge of the 
gun. For example, it will take 12 lead balls the size of a 12-gauge shotgun bore to weigh a pound. The only exception is the 410, which is 
measured in inches. Shotguns and shotgun shells should also be matched. Failure to  properly match the ammunition to the firearm can 
cause firearm damage and/or personal injury.

Federal loads six different gauges of shotshells: 10, 12, 16, 20, 
28 and 410. Their lengths and shot charges vary from the 21⁄2 

inch–1⁄2 oz. 410 to the 31⁄2 inch–21⁄4 oz. 10-gauge. They are 
loaded with lead, steel and HeAvyWeIgHT® shot, as well as slugs 
and buckshot.

There are similarities and differences in the component parts and 
construction of a shotshell. The head and primer are similar in 
all shells. The tube and base wad are either paper or plastic. The 
shot wad design and powder vary with the type of shotshell.

lead Shot: Pellets and buckshot are formed by pouring melted lead 
through a sieve or swaged (formed in a die). Traditional wads for 
lead shot are molded from flexible, low-density polyethylene plastic 
and have a cushion section on the bottom. The cushion helps 
reduce the number of deformed pellets and recoil.

Steel Shot: Made by cutting steel wire into short lengths which 
are formed and ground. Premium shot is coated with a rust 
inhibitor. Wads for steel shot are molded from high-density 
poly ethylene. They have thick sidewalls to prevent the 
pellets from contacting the shotgun bore surface. Steel shot 
ammunition requires large charges of special slow-burning 
powders to give the large shot column a gentler start but a faster 
exit from the bore.

flITESTOPPER™ Shot: Available in all-steel pellets for waterfowl 
and upland birds, and nickel-plated lead pellets for upland birds. 
Features a ring to cut on impact and better edge to edge patterns.

HEAVyWEIgHT® Shot: Pellets are made of tungsten-alloy. The 
FlITeConTRol® wad protects the bore from hard pellets. 
HeAvyWeIgHT shot is 35% denser than lead. This shot can be 
used in a steel safe barrel.

A n A t o m y  o f  A  S h o t S h e l l P a t t e r n i n g  a  s h o t g u n

    10-gauge      12-gauge  16-gauge     20-gauge          28-gauge          410  Bore

Constriction in a shotgun’s muzzle is referred to as “choke.” The three 
most common chokes are full, modified and improved cylinder. lead, steel 
and tungsten pattern differently in each of these chokes. To determine 
which load provides the best pattern  density and most even  pellet 
distribution, make sure to pattern a variety of loads at different distances.

lead shot

steel  shot

www.Federalpremium.Com www.Federalpremium.Com

The FlITeConTRol® wad opens at the rear, creating an air brake that pulls the wad off the shot string. The pellets are released at the optimum 
moment for accuracy and power. The FlITeConTRol wad is combined with unique shot types by game to get better performance on target. 
This unique wad system is featured in Mag-Shok™ turkey, select vital-Shok™ Buckshot, Black Cloud® waterfowl and Prairie Storm™ upland loads. 

PHoTo TAken 19 FeeT FRoM Muzzle

 10-gauge       12-gauge           16-gauge   20-gauge     28-gauge    410  Bore

25 YARDS
35 YARDS

40 YARDS
50 YARDS

20 YARDS

Excellent for short range up to 30 - 35 yds

Shot pattern at medium range, 25 - 40 yds

IMPROVED CYLINDER CHOKE

MODIFIED CHOKE
FULL CHOKE

Shot pattern 
effective at long 

range up to 
50 - 55 yards

Note: Black Cloud 12-gauge loads feature all-black hulls.

C h o k e s

s h o t g u n  g a u g e s

f l I T E C O N T r O l ®  w a d

f l I T E S T O p p E r ® p E l l E T S

1

1

2

2

3

76

4

5

3

7

4

5

6

8

1.  tuBe
2.  shot
3 .  wad 
4 .  powder 

5 . primer 
6.  Base  wad
7. h ead
8. Cushion     

FlITeSToPPeR® Steel (FS Steel®) 
creates consistent edge-to-edge 
patterns, putting lethal pellets 
on game even outside the pattern 
center. get cutting power with no 
loss of penetration. 

nickel-plated FlITeSToPPeR® 
lead together with Premium® 
copper-plated lead produces 
consistent patterns that put more 
pellets on target. 



Case Design: There are two basic pistol 
cartridge designs. Cartridges used 
in revolvers or single shot pistols are 
generally Rimmed, where the case head 
has a rim that extends beyond the case 
wall. Common revolver calibers are .38 
Special, .357 Magnum and .44 Magnum. 
Semi-automatic handguns generally utilize 
a Rimless cartridge, where the head of 
the cartridge does not extend beyond the 
diameter of the case walls, and an extractor 
groove is cut into the base to enable 
the extractor on the firearm to grip the 
cartridge. Common semi-automatic calibers 
include 9mm, 40 S&W, and 45 ACP. 

The smallest pistol cartridge manufactured 
by Federal is the .25 Auto, and the largest 
is the .500 S&W.

Bullet Design: Different bullets are 
designed for different uses. you should 
match the bullet style to what your 
application is.

Target Bullets: Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) 
bullets are often referred to as Ball 
Ammunition, and are designed to feed 
reliably in semi-automatic handguns 
but do not expand when they hit targets.   

TMJ® encapsulates the lead core and are 
generally used for indoor target ranges. 
Semi-Wadcutters are designed to cut clean 
holes in paper targets. lower velocity 
rounds also can utilize a plain Lead Round 
Nose bullet that have no jacket. 

Hunting Bullets: Most hunting handgun 
bullets are designed to expand and 
deliver the maximum energy into the 
game to ensure clean kills. The Jacketed 
Hollow Point is a very popular hunting 
bullet in the magnum calibers. High 
quality Jacketed Soft Points also provide 
a premium bullet option, including the 
Fusion® and Swift® A-Frame® bullets. 
Sometimes a hunting application calls for 
a deep penetrating, non-expanding bullet 
such as the CastCore® Solid.

Personal Defense: It is very important 
to carry a quality bullet in a personal 
defense handgun that is designed 
to neutralize a threat as quickly as 
possible. While the Jacketed Hollow Point 
in common defensive calibers can be 
effective, the Hydra-Shok® HP features 
a center post in the hollow point and 
controlled expansion to deliver reliable 
stopping power. In jurisdictions that 
prohibit hollow points, or for use in 
homes the Expanding Full Metal Jacket 
design of the guard Dog™ may be the 
best option. The eFMJ’s nose is filled 
with an expanding polymer that will 
mushroom on impact, even on wallboard 
which often will plug a hollow point and 
limit its expansion. 

A n A t o m y  o f  A  P i s t o l  C A r t r i d g e

 lead round            lead semi-wadCutter hydra-shok ® JaCketed
 nose semi-wadCutter hollow point  hollow point  hollow point

 fUll  METAl  TMJ ®  CASTCOrE ® JaCketed guard dog TM 
 JaCket  enCapsulated Full  solid   soFt  point  expanding FmJ
                metal  JaCket                       

Sabot style slugs feature a lead or copper bullet enclosed in 
a polyethylene sleeve that grips the rifling to provide spin and 
increased accuracy. For rifled barrels only. 

Rifled or "foster" slug has helix ribbing to enhance stability 
through the bore. It has a hollow point that is designed for 
maximum expansion. The rifled slug is recommended for 
smooth bore shotgun barrels.

TruBall® Rifled Slug is the most accurate slug ever made for 
smooth bore shotguns. The unique TruBall locks the slug and 
wad in place, to punch out as tight as 2-inch groups at 50 
yards with up to 75% improvement in group size consistency 
over standard rifled slugs.

4

1

3

2

lEAd SABOT  SlUg BArNES® expander® SABOT SlUg

TrUBAll  rIflEd SlUg

L E A D – 1 1  G / C C  ( 3 %  A N T I M O N Y )
   SHOT      1/2          11/16        3/4          7/8           1           1-1/8      1-1/4     1-3/8      1-1/2       1-5/8      1-3/4       1-7/8         2         2-1/4
    SIZE    (14.17)   (19.49)    (21.25)    (24.80)    (28.35)   (31.89)    (35.44)    (38.98)    (42.52)   (46.06)    (49.61)    (53.15)   (56.70)   (63.78)

     9        292       402        439        512         585        658        731        804       877      951      1024      1097     1170      1316

  81⁄2        249       342        373       435        497        559       621        683       745      808        870        932       994      1118

    8        205       282       307        359        410        461      512        564       615      666        718        769       820        922

  71⁄2        175       241        262        306        350        394       437        481       525      569        613        656       700        787

    6        112       155        169       197        225        253      281         309       337      366        394        422       450        506

    5          85       117       127        149        170        191      212         234       255      276        298        319       340        382

    4          67         93        101       118        135         152       169         186       202      219        236        253       270        304

    2           43         60         65          76          87          98       109        120       130      141       152        163       174        196

  BB         25          34         37          44          50           56         62           69         75         81         88          94       100        112
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NO.000      NO .00        NO .0        NO .1        NO .2      NO .3     NO .4
 

   . 36      .33         . 32          . 30          . 27         . 25        . 24

  9 .14     8 .38        8 .13         7 .62        6 .86       6 .35       6 .10

SHoT
     t          BBB       BB          1         2        3         4     5         6        7        7 1/ 2     8        8 1/ 2    9

   . 20     .19       .18        . 16        . 15        . 14       .13       .12       .11  .10   .095   .09      .085  .08

 5 .08    4 .83     4 .57       4 .06      3 .81      3 .56      3 .30     3 .05     2 .79    2 .54   2 .41  2 .29      2 .16   2 .03

pEllET 
dIAMETEr

INCHES

MM

pEllET 
dIAMETEr

INCHES

MM

BuCkSHoT SizES

rIflEd "fOSTEr"  SlUg

 S T E E L – 8  G / C C
 SHOT 3/4 7/8 15/16 1 1-1/8 1-1/4 1-3/8 1-1/2 1-9/16 1-5/8 
 SIZE (21.25) (24.80) (26.58) (28.35) (31.89) (35.44) (38.98) (42.52) (44.30) (46.06)
 7 316 369 395 422  475 527 580 633 659 685           
 6 236 276 295 315 354 394 433 472.5 492 512          
 5 182 213 228 243 273 304 334 364.5 380 395 
  4 144 168 180 192 216 240 264 288 300 312
 3 118 138 143 158 178 197 217 237 247 257
  2 94 109 117 125 141 156 172 187.5  195  203
 1 77 90 97 103 116 129 142 154.5 161  167
 BB 54 63 67 72 81 90 99 108 112  117
 BBB 46 54 58 62 70 77 85 93 97 101
 T  39 46 49 52 58 65 71 78 81 84          
  F 30 35 37 40 45 50 55 60           

H E A V Y W E I G H T ® 
15 G/CC

SHOT 1-1/8 1-1/2 1-5/8 1-7/8 2
SIZE (31.90) (42.52) (46.07) (53.16) (53.16)

  5 — 187 206 231 249  

 6 — 223 270 312 330

 7 246 337 353 408 444

1 .  Bullet
2 .  Case
3 .  powder
4.  primer

Cutaway                  r imless                 r immed

a v e r a g e  p e l l e t  C o u n t

s h o t  s i z e s

B U l l E T  S T y l E S

s h o t g u n  s l u g s



Ignition System: The two main types of 
rifle cartridges are Rimfire and Centerfire.  
Rimfire cartridges have primer mix located 
in the rim of the case which is ignited 
when the firing pin strikes the rim and 
creates a small spark. The most common 
rimfire cartridges are 22 long Rifle and 17 
HMR. Centerfire cartridges have a primer 
which contains primer mix and a metal 
anvil inside of a small cup. The primer is 
placed in the center of the case head, and 
is ignited when the firing pin strikes the 
center of the primer cup and forming a 
spark between the cup and the anvil. Most 
centerfire cartridges can be reloaded.  

Case: The case is generally made of 
brass and is designed to contain all of the 
components and fit within the chamber of 
a firearm. Different calibers have different 
shapes and sizes of cases. Some cases 
have a neck, to accommodate a bullet with 
a much smaller diameter than the body of 
the cartridge. others have straight walls. The 
case must fit the chamber because of the 
extreme pressures created by the burning of 
the powder pushes the case out against the 
chamber. It is this pressure from expanding 
gases that pushes the bullet down the barrel. 
The caliber of the cartridge is stamped on the 
head of the case, and must be matched to 
the caliber stamped on the gun barrel.

Bullets: There is a wide array of bullet 
types, and they all perform differently.  It 
is important to match the bullet to the 
application. Accuracy and precision of a 
bullet are important to consider, but in 
a hunting bullet it is equally important to 
consider a bullet’s terminal performance, or 
what a bullet does when it hits and travels 
through a target. Factors important to 
terminal performance include penetration (how 
deep a bullet travels into a target), expansion 
(how much a bullet mushrooms to increase 
energy transfer into the target) and weight 
retention (how well the bullet stays intact).

Target bullets are designed to be accurate 
and/or inexpensive, but they generally 
don’t expand reliably for use on game. 
The Full Metal Jacket (FMJ) or “Ball” 
bullet is designed for military and target 
applications, and the jacket that extends 
from the point to base gives it a flat 
trajectory but poor expansion.

A hunting bullet that is designed not to 
expand is the solid. These generally large 
caliber bullets provide deep penetration and 

high weight retention for use on dangerous 
animals like cape buffalo. An example is 
the Trophy Bonded® Sledgehammer® Solid, 
which features a thick bronze jacket that is 
bonded to the lead core, and a flat nose that 
minimizes deflection for a straight and deep 
wound cavity.

All-copper or monolithic bullets are 
generally designed for medium or larger 
game, and have high weight retention, but 
generally don’t expand as much as soft 
points. Their hollow point design peels 
back with hydrostatic pressure in game 
animals to expand the frontal diameter, 
and penetrate deeply.

Soft points are often used on small and 
medium sized game because the lead 
nose and tapered jacket are designed to 
expand as much as twice their original 
diameter. These are often considered 
the standard deer bullet, and can be 
found in Federal’s Power-ShokTM line. 
The Sierra® Gameking® features a boat-tail 
design, meaning it has a tapered back 
end that improves its aerodynamics and 
accuracy. The Nosler® Partition® features 
improved weight retention and controlled 
expansion because the lead nose is 
divided from the lead base and limits 
how far the jacket can peel. Federal’s 
Fusion® bullet offers a competitively 
priced option with a jacket that is 
molecularly fused to the core, increasing 
weight retention.

The Trophy Bonded® Bear Claw® is perhaps 
the most famous bonded bullet. Bonding 
means the jacket and the core are joined 
together chemically, similar to welding. This 
helps keep the bullet together and reduce 
separation.  While this bullet is a soft point, 
the solid base of the bullet limits how far the 
jacket can peel and mushroom, improving 
penetration on big game and dangerous 
game. The Trophy Bonded® Tip is the next 
generation of medium and big game bullet 
and contains a number of features from 
other bullets. The polymer tip and boat-
tail reduces the wind drag on this bullet 
compared to the Bear Claw making it flatter 
shooting and more accurate, particularly 
in smaller calibers. It has very high weight 
retention and controlled expansion like its 
predecessor, and is appropriate for deer, elk, 
and most African plains game.

The Nosler® Ballistic Tip® is a popular 
varmint to medium sized game bullet that 
features a polymer tip and boat-tail for 
fast, flat travel and very high expansion. 
Penetration is limited because of the rapid 
expansion. The tip is color coded by caliber.

A varmint bullet with explosive terminal 
performance is the Speer® TNT Green® 
bullet. This non-lead bullet is appropriate 
only for small game and varmints, and 
has a powdered metal core that breaks up 
completely on penetration, retaining little 
weight and transferring all of its energy 
into the target.

A n A t o m y  o f  A  R i f l e  c A R t R i d g e S i g h t i n g  i n  a  r i f l e

“Trajectory” is the arc of the bullet 
from the firearm’s muzzle. Bullets 
appear to “rise” because the barrel is 
angled up. The bullet’s path crosses 
the line of sight twice —going up near 
the muzzle and going down through 
the downrange zero. The mid-range 
trajectory is the bullet’s highest point 

above the line of sight. It usually 
occurs halfway between the muzzle 
and the zero range.

velocity and bullet design determine  
trajectory. low-velocity loads with 
round-nosed bullets, if sighted for long 
ranges, will have a very high mid-range 

trajectory —possibly high enough to 
cause a miss on close-range targets.  
Consult Federal’s ballistic tables for 
velocity, trajectory and appropriate 
downrange zero estimates for your 
specific  cartridge/bullet. For real time 
charting and quick comparison, visit                  
www.federalpremium.com. 

1.  Check sight screws or scope mounts. Bore sighting or the use 
of a collimator is not a substitute for actually sighting in by 
shooting on a range, but can speed up the process by getting 
"on paper."

2.  Pick a safe area to shoot with an adequate backstop to stop 
your bullets. Wear shooting glasses and hearing protection.

3.  Shoot from a solid rest, such as a benchrest or sand bags. 
Shoot at close range to get “on paper” but verify the final 
zero at expected hunting ranges.

4.  From the solid rest, carefully squeeze off three aimed shots. The 
center of this group of bullet holes is the rifle’s point of impact. 
Adjusting the sight moves this point of impact to your desired 
zero. Move open rear sights in the same direction you want the 
group to move. Adjust scopes  following directions on the dials. 
Continue this process until the group is where you want it.

5.  Different ammunition brands and/or bullet weights may 
change the point of impact and necessitate re-sighting. If 
your rifle gets bumped or dropped, be sure to re-verify your 
zero so you can bag your game with one shot.

THE PRoCESS oF “SiGHTiNG iN” oR “zERoiNG” CoNSiSTS oF MAkiNG THE RiFLE ANd iTS 
SiGHT “AGREE” ABouT WHERE THE BuLLETS STRikE. WiTH PRoPER PRoCEduRES, SiGHTiNG 

iN iS NEiTHER MySTERiouS NoR diFFiCuLT.

Note: 1. Drawing not to scale.  2. This example: Federal Load No. 3006B with “zero” at 200 yds.
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T r A J E C T O r y
1 2 3 4

NOSlEr®

pArTITION®

BArNES® triple-shoCk® 
x-Bullet® 

NOSlEr®

BAllISTIC TIp®

trophy Bonded®

sledgehammer solid®
trophy Bonded®

Bear Claw®
trophy Bonded®

TIp

SpEEr® TNT 
grEEN®

SIErrA®

gameking®

SOfT pOINT Full metal JaCket 
Boat-tail

    fUSION®

     
 

NOTE: Rifle bullets may perform differently in different rifles. To ensure the best possible results try various rifle bullet styles and weights to 
determine which round performs best in your rifle.
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